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Abstract: Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) are adult stem cells that are predominantly found in bone marrow but also cord blood,
peripheral blood, lungs, and adipose tissue. They are considered multipotent cells, which can differentiate to form multiple cells
types—adipocytes, bone, cartilage, skin, and muscle. This potential elicits a great deal of attention because it appears to hold
great promise regarding regenerative cell-based therapy to treat various diseases, including cancer. They are considered powerful
allogeneic nonhematopoietic transplantation stem cells due to their low immunogenicity. Recently, several researchers have
identified and isolated MSCs from primary human testes cultures. This review aimed to highlight the latest advances in MSC
biological properties and characteristics studies, focusing on testicular mesenchymal stromal stem cells (tMSC), their differentiation
capacity, and immunosuppressive properties—all of which have the potential to establish MSCs as powerful therapeutic agents for
various diseases, including cancer.
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1. Introduction
The versatility of mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) and
their ability to differentiate into multiple mesenchymal
lineages make them an important cell source for regenerative therapies. This review aims to summarize the terminology timeline, developmental origin, primary tissue
source, differentiation capacity, and therapeutic potential
of MSCs. This review encourages researching MSCs that
are derived from testicular tissue—which is currently insufficiently investigated—to understand their differentiation potential and regenerative capabilities.

1.1 MSCs’ nomenclature and developmental origin
Initially, MSCs were isolated from bone marrow as
colony-forming unit fibroblasts (CFU-Fs) and osteogenic

stem cells [1]. However, different terms have subsequently
been used to describe them. In 1988, Maureen Owen et al.
proposed the term “stromal stem cells,” which emphasized
that the cells are found in the bone marrow’s stromal compartment [2]. Conversely, in 1991, Arnold Caplan developed
the term “mesenchymal stem cells” to highlight the cells’
self-renewing capability and differentiation potential rather
than focusing on their locational origin [3]. James Dennis
et al. challenged this nomenclature, arguing that the cells
should be considered progenitors instead of stem cells—
thereby introducing them as “mesenchymal progenitor
cells” [4]. Almost a decade later, Paolo Bianco and Pamela
Gehron Robey coined the term “skeletal stem cell” to reflect the fact that the cells give rise to the skeletal system’s
tissue types [5]. Two years later, Yuehua Jiang and colleagues suggested “multipotent adult progenitor cells” to
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again emphasize the cells’ multipotent nature and potential
progenitor status [6]. Finally, in 2006, the International Society for Cellular Therapy (ISCT) proposed the term “multipotent mesenchymal stromal cells” (see Figure 1). Further,
ISCT proposed a minimal criteria scheme to define MSCs:
1. plastic-adherent when cultured in vitro
2. express specific cell surface markers—CD105,
CD90, and CD73 and do not express others—CD45,
CD14, CD19, CD34, CD11b, CD79alpha, and HLA-DR
3. able to differentiate to osteoblasts, chondroblasts,
and adipocytes in vitro (see Table 2) [6].
These criteria were found to be constraining at times
because different MSCs populations have been isolated from multiple tissue types, each of which possesses
unique properties [7]. Several studies have reported MSCs
successful isolation from adipose tissue [8], muscle [9], umbilical cord blood [10], synovial membranes [11], and dental
pulp [12], among others. However, ISCT’s proposed criteria
are not consistent across different species; for example,
mouse-derived MSCs exhibit different marker expression
profiles and culture characteristics from human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs) and different mouse-derived
MSCs strains [17, 18]. The active search for MSCs postnatal
sources continues, with several groups identifying and
isolating MSCs from primary human testes cultures [13–16].
Gonzalez and colleagues isolated a stem cell population
from adult human testes that has similar characteristics
of MSCs—named gonadal stem cells (GSCs) [13]. This
review aimed to highlight the latest advances in MSC biological property and characteristic studies, focusing on
the most recent understanding of testicular mesenchymal
stromal stem cells, their differentiation capacity, and their
potential effect in therapeutic applications.

It is widely accepted that MSCs arise from the mesoderm. However, Takashima et al.’s recent study discussed
the earliest lineage providing MSC-like cells: the neuroepithelium, rather than the mesoderm, generates MSClike cells through a neural crest intermediate stage during
embryonic development [19]. These cells are subsequently
replaced by MSCs from other origins in later development. Similarly, Nagoshi et al.’s study determined that
neural crest–derived cells migrate to the bone marrow and
can differentiate in vitro into neurons, myofibroblasts, and
glial cells [20]. Notably, the most interesting hypothesis
regards the pericyte origin of MSCs. Pericytes are mural cells that coat the endothelial cells that line a body’s
capillaries and venules and communicate with the blood
vessel’s endothelial cells through either direct physical
contact or paracrine signaling [21]. Pericytes express MSC
markers, such as CD146 and PDGFRβ, and cells positive
for MSC markers express pericyte markers and possess
similar multilineage differentiation potential [22, 23]. Lineage-tracing experiments reported that the cells that originated from the primary vascular plexus gave rise to mural
cells with the capacity to differentiate into adipocytes and
osteoblasts [24]. These findings suggest that MSCs and
endothelium progenitor cells could arise from a common
progenitor.

1.2. Major MSCs sources
Over the past few years, reports have increased regarding isolating adult MSCs from different sources. Despite
bone marrow–derived MSCs remaining as the most frequently investigated cell type (often considered the gold
standard), research groups have isolated MSCs from
various adult tissues, such as adipose tissue [8], skeletal
muscle [9], umbilical cord blood [10], synovial membranes
[11]
, dental pulp [12], and the testis [13, 16]. This chapter briefly
discusses various sources of MSCs and how their inherent
characteristics and properties may differ depending on the
tissue of origin, while also examining the testis as a MSCs
source.

1.2.1 Bone marrow MSCs

Figure 1. The MSCs nomenclature timeline.
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Friedenstein et al. first isolated MSCs from bone
marrow, describing them as nonhematopoietic cells that
support in vitro hematopoietic stem cell expansion and
that can differentiate into various connective tissue cells.
Bone marrow mesenchymal stem cells (BM-MSCs) are a
subpopulation of the stromal cells that line the endosteal
surface of the marrow space [1]; they are easily harvested
and found in relatively high amounts. For these reasons,
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the bone marrow remains as a most commonly used MSC
sources. BM-MSCs can be identified by positively expressed CD29, CD73, CD44, CD105, CD90, and CD166
surface markers, and negatively expressed CD31, CD14,
CD45, and CD34 surface markers [25].

these stem cell properties [30–31].

1.2.4 Skeletal muscle MSCs

Adipose tissue is considered a highly abundant MSC
source. Zuk et al. isolated MSCs from adipose tissue as
an alternative to bone marrow–derived MSCs [8]. Adipose-derived mesenchymal stem cells (AD-MSCs) are
easy to collect, give high cell yields, have robust in vitro
proliferative capacity, and show similar properties to BMMSCs. Zuk et al. discovered a few differences between
the two populations [8], with distinctions identified by immunofluorescence analysis and showing a Cluster of Differentiation (CD) MSC surface marker profile. AD-MSCs
express CD29, CD44, CD90, CD71, CD105 (SH2), and
SH3, but do not express CD34. These findings indicate
that MSCs isolated from different sources exhibit different
characteristics.

Skeletal muscle tissue accommodates two stem cell
populations: muscle-derived mesenchymal stem cells
(MD-MSCs) and satellite cells, which function predominantly as muscle precursors and play an influential role
in muscle regeneration [32]. However, satellite cells are
considered unipotent and committed to myogenesis and
do not spontaneously adopt adipogenic or other nonmyogenic fates in culture. MD-MSCs are present under the
muscle fibers’ basal lamina and have been isolated from
canine and rat muscle. They exhibit similar stem cell
characteristics [9]. MD-MSCs positively express MSCs
markers thy1 (CD90) and CD59 and negatively express
CD45 and CD34. They were positive for desmin, a
muscle-specific type III intermediate filament, validating their skeletal muscle origin, and they expressed a
stem cell growth factor receptor (also known as c-kit or
CD117). Conversely, BM-MSCs were found to be negative for both markers [33].

1.2.3 Umbilical cord MSCs

1.2.5 Synovial MSCs

MSCs may also be obtained from umbilical cord
blood. Umbilical cord-derived mesenchymal stem cells
(UC-MSCs) display a gene expression profile that is
similar to embryonic stem cells (ESCs) rather than BMMSCs, establishing them as useful in clinical applications. They also express pluripotency markers Oct4,
Nanog, Sox2, and Klf4, but at lower levels than those
of ESCs [26]. This could be a contributing factor to their
quicker self-renewal and improved expansion capability in vitro compared to BM-MSCs [27]. Further, they
are easily retrieved after a newborn birth because the
umbilical cord tissue is considered medical waste with
no value. MSCs can be isolated from three different umbilical cord compartments: tissue surrounding umbilical
vessels, Wharton’s jelly [28], and umbilical cord blood [10].
Interestingly, a recent study observed that Wharton’s jelly-derived mesenchymal stem cells (WJ-MSCs) successfully differentiated into postmeiotic germ cells through
a simple two-step induction protocol using retinoic acid
and Sertoli cell-conditioned medium. Haploid cells were
obtained but only developed up to initial tail formation
stages [29]. There are differences between the cells obtained from various umbilical cord compartments, with
diversity in the three lineages’ differentiation capacity
and the stem cell characteristics between these compartments—the Wharton’s jelly region being the richest in

Synovial fluid-derived mesenchymal stem cells (SFMSCs) are isolated from synovial fluid and the synovial
membrane. Yoshimura et al. discovered that rat SD-MSCs
were superior to BM-MSCs, MD-MSCs, and AD-MSCs
in terms of colony formation capability [11]. Human SDMSCs displayed considerable ability to proliferate in
culture while maintaining their multilineage differentiation potential in vitro. They were positive for CD44 and
negative for CD45, CD3D, CD20, and CD14. Synovium
is an attractive MSC source because it is easy to isolate
arthroscopically without causing donor site complications,
and there is usually little, if any, invasiveness [34].

1.2.2 Adipose tissue MSCs

10.30564/amor.v4i6.195

1.2.6 Dental pulp MSCs
Dental pulp mesenchymal stem cells (DP-MSCs) originate and develop from neural crest cells and mesenchymal
cells. In the tooth formation, cells from the epithelial and
dental papilla support differentiating DP-MSCs into odontoblasts. In vitro, DP-MSCs have differentiated into bone
and neurons [35, 36]. Because neural crest cells share origins
with the neural tissue progenitor cells, DP-MSCs can potentially differentiate into neural cell lineages and have
been induced to express neural markers, such as nestin.

1.2.7 The testis as a source of MSCs
In 2009, Gonzalez et al. isolated MSCs from the human testis and labeled them GSCs [13]. They reported that
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GSCs express CD73, CD105, and CD166, do not express
CD45, HLA-DR, CD34, CD11b, and CD19, and positively express CD90, CD44, and STRO-1—which are represented specifically by MSCs. Their reverse transcription
polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) analysis indicated that
GSCs express Oct4 and Nanog but that they do not express
Sox2. Notably, GSCs detected vimentin—a protein present
in mesenchymal cells’ intermediate filaments. They analyzed germ cell markers Vasa and DAZL to further confirm
cell origin and the cells did not express either, which validated that they are not of germ cell origins [13].
In 2012, Chikhovskaya et al. isolated MSCs from
human testes that were positive for CD90, CD73, and
CD105 and negative for CD34, CD31, CD45, and HLADR [14]. Similarly, in 2014, Smith et al. identified that the
testicular thy1 cell population contained MSCs. These
cells could adhere to plastic and differentiate into adipocytes, chondrocytes, and osteocytes, express mesenchymal markers (CD73 and 105), but that they do not express
CD45 [37]. Our laboratory generated mouse testis-derived
multipotent stromal cells (tMSCs) that were positive for
CD44, CD73, and CD29 and negative for CD45 and Vasa
[16]
. In 2018, Chiara et al. isolated MSCs from human
testicular biopsies; these cells positively express CD105,
CD73, and CD90 and do not express CD14 and CD34 [15].
The ISCT’s criteria are not always applicable to MSCs
derived from different sources or species. Therefore, it
remains a crucial concern to develop a comprehensive criteria that can specifically and accurately identify MSCs.
The testis homes at least two types of “stem-like” cells
and it is crucial that researchers can efficiently distinguish
them. Nestin-positive perivascular cells in the fetal testis
have multipotent capabilities: the mesenchymal perivascular progenitors that comigrate with mesonephros
endothelial cells into the testis gives rise to Leydig cells,
pericytes, and smooth muscle cells [38]. Eildermann et al.
identified reliable markers to differentiate tMSCs from
cells of spermatogonial origin in culture [39]. Recent reports identified thy1 (CD90) and ITGA6 (CD49f) as specific markers for spermatogonia [40, 41]; however, as proven
before, these markers are also expressed by MSCs [6, 42].
Using marmoset testis tissue sections, Eildermann et al.
demonstrated that tMSCs do not lack the expression of the
Androgen Receptor gene that Sertoli, Leydig and myoid
cells usually express. Therefore, this concludes that tMSCs do not originate from any of these testis-specific cell
types [39]. Like their human counterparts, marmoset tMSCs express the MSC-characteristic cell surface antigens
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CD105, CD166, CD44, and CD90 but moderately express
MSCs negative markers CD45 and CD19. Moreover, for
the first time, they expressed TRA-1-81, GPR125, and
GFR-a by tMSCs like that of spermatogonia [37]. Hence,
the question of which markers are truly and unequivocally
specific for tMSCs remains an enigma.
Very few reports describe isolating pure MSCs devoid
of germ cells from the testis—two on hMSCs [13,14], one
from the marmoset monkey [37], and one from the mouse
testis [16]. Isolating comparatively rare cells, such as
MSCs, remains problematic in most tissues, let alone in
a tissue such as the testis—where there is a spermatogonial stem cells abundance. Nonetheless, researchers were
able to isolate tMSCs by adopting and minorly moderating Gonzalez et al.’s isolation method (see Table 1). The
source tissue is briefly dissociated in two [14, 16, 39] or
three enzymatic digestion steps [15] by using a combination
of trypsin, collagenase type I, and hyaluronidase with the
option to filter through a 40 µm [13] or 70 µm [16] strainer
after digestion. tMSCs ability to adhere to plastic cells allows them to be cultured on plastic plates for several days;
the nonadherent cells are discarded but the adherent cells
are cultured and expanded. Based on positive selection
by the extracellular matrix (ECM) ligand–laminin, a simple method was introduced to enrich MSCs from mouse
testicular cell suspensions. Laminin can bind surface integrins on MSCs (see Figure 2) [16]. Cells of interest can be
positively selected from seeding the cells on laminin-coated culture plates. The laminin selection step’s initial cell
yield (16 percent) is regarded as high, considering that the
yield generated from plastic adherence is between 0.01
percent and 0.001 percent of nucleated cells isolated from
bone marrow aspirates [43,44].
Table 1. tMSCs’ differentiation potential across different mammalian species.

Mammalian species

Documented or reported differentiation
potency
Osteogenesis, adipogenesis, and chondrogenesis

Human

Osteogenesis, adipogenesis, and chondrogenesis
Osteogenesis and adipogenesis

Marmoset monkey

Osteogenesis, adipogenesis, and chondrogenesis

Mouse

Osteogenesis and adipogenesis

Reference

[13]

[14]

[15]

[39]

[16]
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Figure 2. Representation of tMSCs’ isolation and enrichment

dle-shaped cells. Interestingly, colonies composed of cells
that resembled ESCs were observed in confluent passage
one cells cultures (see Figure 3A). Population heterogeneity decreased with subsequent passaging and the cell
population became almost homogeneous by the third
passage. In the early passages’ course (passages 1–6), tMSCs maintained their bipolar spindle-shaped morphology
status (see Figures 3B & 3C). However, they disappeared
with subsequent passaging as cells were flattened and
assumed an irregular morphology with a circumscribed
nucleus and increased debris in the medium (see Figure
3D) [16]. Eildermann et al. also found that tMSCs formed a
cohesive monolayer consisting of spindle-shaped cells [39].

procedure[16].

2. MSCs’ proliferation and differentiation potential
Although MSCs are capable of considerable proliferation in culture, this is not without limitations. After
several cell divisions, they tend to assume irreversible
growth arrest status—known as senescence, which is a
major challenge when culturing MSCs for prolonged periods because senescence deteriorates MSCs’ fitness for
therapeutic purposes. Unfortunately, the lack of freshly
extracted MSCs’ high homogeneity necessitates extensive
in vitro expansion following isolation, which may cause
cell senescence. A recent study isolated BM-MSCs, SFMSCs, AD-MSCs, and SF-MSCs from the anterior cruciate ligament and compared their self-renewal capability
[45]
. MD-MSCs and AD-MSCs displayed a lower proliferation capacity than other MSCs. Conversely, SD-MSCs
displayed high expansion ability, comparable to that of
BM-MSCs. Gonzalez et al. reported that GSCs were propagated for 17 passages. GSCs had a clonogenic efficiency
of 35±1.8 percent and a doubling time of 33.8±6.5 hours
[13]
and tMSCs results reflected those of cell populations
with average doubling times of 44.1–6.5 hours. tMSCs’
clonogenic capacity was demonstrated through successful
colony generations. Moreover, tMSCs were propagated
for eight passages [16].
At present, there are no universal phenotypic or morphologic criteria to characterize MSCs, since they remain
somewhat morphologically heterogeneous, ranging from
narrow spindle-shaped cells to large polygonal-shaped
cells [13]. An important but undefining tMSCs feature
is their ability to be plastic-adherent and form colonies
when seeded at a low density. tMSCs are morphologically
highly heterogeneous, consisting of both round- and spin-

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

Figure 3. Mouse tMSCs’ enrichment and propagation in culture[16].

A key MSCs feature is their innate ability to differentiate along several mesenchymal cell lineages. Although
it is a fundamental property of MSCs, it greatly depends
on the tissue source and culturing techniques, which may
cause a substantial loss of potency in vitro. Numerous
studies have discussed significant discrepancies in MSCs
features, due to experimental variation and the cell source.
MSCs’ differentiation potential is highly dependent on
prolonged culture conditions, which may cause a substantial loss of multipotentiality in vitro (most likely due to
cellular senescence). A gradual reduction in MSCs’ differentiation capacity has been demonstrated, especially in
late passages, as they assume a senescent nature [46]. Thus,
timing is critical when assessing MSCs’ true differentiation potential.

2.1 In vitro differentiation capacity
2.1.1 Osteogenic differentiation
When first identified by Alexander Friedenstein, MSCs
were described as osteogenic stem cells. Thus, osteogenesis would be the first step in testing newly identified MSCs
potency. tMSCs’ osteogenic differentiation is induced in
vitro by treating cultured cells with osteogenic media.
Usually, the osteogenic media consists of dexamethasone,
ascorbic acid 2-phosphate, and beta-glycerophosphate.
Although mineralized deposits appear within seven days
of incubating MSCs in osteogenic media, treatment is
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continued for up to 21 days to allow osteoblasts, which
produce and deposit calcium, to mature. After the treatment is complete, cells can be fixed and stained with von
Kossa silver nitrate or alizarin red S solution, which highlight calcium phosphate deposits. Further, expressing osteogenesis-specific genes that can be detected at the RNA
and protein levels—DLX5, RUNX2, osteopontin, and
osteocalcin, mediates osteogenic differentiation [47]. Under
appropriate conditions, tMSCs can be induced to differentiate into osteocytes using osteogenic media. This is
evident by positive alizarin red S solution staining, which
detects calcium deposit accumulation [13–16] and increases
expressing osteocalcin, DLX5 [13], RUNX2, and SPP1 [14],
indicating osteogenic differentiation compared to noninduced controls.

blue, and Alcian blue, respectively, detect acid mucopolysaccharides, glycosaminoglycans, and proteoglycans [47].
Similarly, tMSCs differentiated toward chondrogenic lineage, confirmed by accumulating ECM components (acid
mucopolysaccharides), sulfated proteoglycans stained
with Alcian blue, in addition to expressing cartilage-specific markers, aggrecan [13,14], link protein [13], and collagen
IX [14]. This data clearly demonstrates that tMSCs possess
trilineage differentiation potential (see Table 2) [48].
Table 2. Trilineage differentiation markers.
Differentiation potency

Osteogenesis

2.1.2 Adipogenic differentiation
The next step is tMSCs’ adipogenic differentiation,
which occurs by treating a monolayer culture with adipogenic media. This media is supplemented with dexamethasone, isobutylmethylxanthine, and insulin and changed
twice weekly for three weeks. Alternatively, MSCs can
be processed through three treatment cycles—each cycle
containing three days of culture in differentiation medium,
followed by two days in maintenance medium. Indomethacin is included in the differentiation medium, whereas the
maintenance medium contains insulin. Mature adipocytes’
appearance is characterized by lipid-filled droplets (which
can be detected by staining with Oil red O) and detected
by the RNA expression of adipsin, lipoprotein lipase, and
Peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor (PPAR) gamma
[47]
. Under adipogenic differentiation-inducing conditions,
tMSCs successfully differentiate toward the adipogenic
lineage by displaying lipid vacuoles stained with Oil red
O [13-16]. Moreover, they display increased expression of
adipocyte-specific markers—lipoprotein lipase [13,14], PPARyIso2 [13], and adipsin [14], suggesting that the cells have
high adipogenic potential.

2.1.3 Chondrogenic differentiation
The last step is chondrogenic differentiation, which
is traditionally achieved by treating tMSCs with chondrogenic medium. Usually, culture protocols state that
chondrogenic media should contain dexamethasone,
ascorbic acid phosphate, and ITS+ supplement. Throughout treatment, chondrogenic markers—such as collagen
II, aggrecan, collagen XI, and syndecan—increase expression and can be detected at RNA and protein levels. After
three weeks in culture, staining with Safranin O, Toluidine
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Adipogenesis

Chondrogenesis

Differentiation Marker
Alkaline Phosphatase/ ALPP/ALPI
BAP1
Collagen I
Collagen I α1
Collagen II
RUNX2/CBFA1
DLX5
Osteocalcin
Adiponectin/Acrp30
FABP4/A-FABP
Leptin/OB
PPARγ/NR1C3
Glut4
Adipsin
Lipoprotein Lipase
PPARγ/NR1C3
Aggrecan
Collagen II
Collagen IV
Annexin A6
IBSP/Sialoprotein II
CRTAC1
CD44
CD151
DSPG3

2.2 In vivo differentiation capacity
Several studies demonstrate MSCs’ in vivo differentiation potential. Horwitz et al.’s clinical trial involved pediatric patients with Osteogenesis imperfecta undergoing
an allogeneic BM-MSCs transplant. These cells engrafted
and generated functional osteoblasts, which led to bone
structure and function improvement [49]. Moreover, numerous animal models have successfully injected MSCs
directly into tissue to repair various cartilage and bone
defects [50]. A study by Pagnotto et al. showed inducting
hMSCs by transforming growth factor-β1 led to successful chondrogenesis and improved cartilage repair [51].
Further, bone marrow cells can engraft into cardiac
tissue, differentiate into cardiac myocytes, and improve
cardiac function [52]. However, controversy has surrounded
MSCs’ in vivo potential. This, in part, has been attributed
to a majority of studies using an undefined cell popula-
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tion extracted from bone marrow and making it debatable
whether their properties are of mesenchymal or hematopoietic origin. Therefore, it is essential to define and
enrich the MSCs population before addressing their differentiation potential, and tMSCs’ in vivo differentiation
capacity is yet to be determined.

3. MSCs’ therapeutic potential
3.1 MSCs and immunomodulation
Several studies reported that MSCs can affect almost
all cells of both innate and adaptive immune systems, as
well as inducing an anti-inflammatory phenotype [55,56].
MSCs modulate the immune response through producing soluble factors and cell–cell interaction. Adult BMMSCs possess a potent mechanism, which allows cells to
evade allogeneic rejection [56]. Moreover, recent studies
have reported an additional MSCs therapeutic benefit that
exists in their paracrine secretion. In 1996, Haynesworth
et al. first determined MSCs’ paracrine secretion [57]. They
demonstrated that MSCs produce and release a broad
range of growth factors, chemokines, and cytokines that
can attune neighboring cell action [58].

3.2 MSCs and cancer
Moreover, studies reported that MSCs have cancer
therapeutic potential. They inhibit tumor progression and
metastasis by suppressing cell proliferation signaled by
the Akt and Wnt pathways and induce apoptosis or cell
cycle arrest in the G0 and G1 phase. This healing ability is
verified using WJ-MSCs encapsulated in sodium alginate
beads. Administering the beads exhibited anticancer activity against breast cancer stem cells by impeding the Wnt
pathways, which was triggered by Wnt antagonism through
increasing sFRP4, DKK1, and GSK-3β expression[59]. This
activity associates with the downregulation of β-catenin [60].
Another potential mechanism of MSCs tumor suppression
ability relates to its immunosuppressive effects. The MSCs
inhibitory effects decreased multiple malignant cell (of both
immune and nonimmune origin cell) proliferation by arresting the cell cycle’s early stages [61].
MSCs have been used to deliver chemotherapeutic
drugs or nanoparticles. A recent study focused on incorporating nongenetically modified MSCs with nanoparticles
containing a paclitaxel anticancer drug. This incorporation aimed to create cellular drug depots capable of
targeting tumors and sustain-release the drug. When the
drug releases within the MSCs it diffuses out of the cell
and affects cancer cells. Nanoengineered MSCs deliver
paclitaxel, which results in decreasing tumor cell prolif-

eration, increasing apoptosis and inhibiting angiogenesis
within the tumor matrix at a considerably reduced drug
dose [62]. Previous studies employed nongenetically modified MSCs, but a second approach for cell-based cancer
therapy involves using genetically engineered MSCs. Genetically modified human AD-MSCs producing IP-10—a
chemoattractant cytokine with pleiotropic antitumor effects—displayed increased activated T cells trafficking to
the tumor site and reduced angiogenesis in mice that are
bearing melanoma lung metastasis [63].
When discussing MSCs’ therapeutic potential it is important to highlight their tumorigenic potential. Several
studies have recently observed potential MSCs tumorigenic effects, such as metastasis, tumor growth, and transformation into cancer cells. MSCs have been reported
to interact with cancer cells at primary tumor sites and
induce tumor cells to become more invasive [64]. Additionally, research data shows that coculturing BM-MSCs
with breast or gastric cancer cells results in upregulating
EMT markers (vimentin, N-cadherin, and Twist) and
downregulating E-cadherin in cancer cells. This creates
increased migration and invades cancer cell capabilities. [65,
66]
. A study by Duda and colleagues suggests that, in some
cases, tumor cells depart the primary site as “heterotypic
tumor fragments,” consisting of metastatic cancer cells accompanied by tumor stromal cells, which promote tumor
growth at the metastasis site [67]. This indicates a potential
role for MSCs in creating and possibly maintaining a metastatic niche. These effects may vary depending on the
MSC source; for example, BM-MSCs could only support
breast cancer and not ovarian cancer growth [68]. This difference is greatly important because MSCs can be used as
therapeutic vehicles with disease-specific effectiveness.
Further, it is reported that MSCs support tumor vasculature directly by differentiating into pericytes, and
indirectly by secreting vasculogenic growth factors.
Thus, generating a growth-supporting microenvironment
promoted by trophic factors secretion, such as transforming growth factor β, vascular endothelial growth factor,
platelet-derived growth factor, and epidermal growth
factor [69]. Compelling evidence supports MSCs’ capacity
to differentiate into pericytes. Transplanted MSCs have
engrafted in the perivascular niche with proximal contact
with the underlying endothelial cells [70]. Pericytes isolated
from the stromal-vascular compartment contains an MSClike population, which express CD10, CD13, and CD90
surface markers and have the capacity to differentiate into
tissues of mesenchymal lineage [23, 71].
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MSCs can also be therapeutically applied in infertility.
Wang et al. transplanted MSCs isolated from goat bone
marrow into busulfan-treated mice’s seminiferous tubules,
showing their potential to restore spermatogenesis [72].
When transplanted into damaged ovaries, BM-MSCs enhanced germ cell survival and diminished granulosa cell
apoptosis [73]. Other MSCs sources have been studied in
this regard; UC-MSCs demonstrated the potential to differentiate into germ-like cells, and improve damaged testicular tissue in busulfan-treated mice [74]. Moreover, BMMSCs have diminished ovary cell apoptosis and enhanced
folliculogenesis in premature ovarian failure models [75].
Lai and colleagues reported that skin-derived MSCs transplanted into chemotherapy-treated females migrated to
the damaged ovaries and almost certainly played a role in
regulating proinflammatory cytokines, which resulted in
function restoration [76]. These findings suggest that MSCs
could be a suitable option for infertility treatment [77], but,
MSCs’ role in tumor progression is context dependent and
remains debatable.

3.3 MSCs and regenerative medicine
The in vitro and in vivo differentiation capacity establishes MSCs as a promising candidate for regenerative
medicine, but there are additional features that reaffirm
their potential. MSCs can respond to inflammatory factors
by migrating to injury sites, reaching the sites through the
circulatory system and exerting their functional effects
locally in the target tissue. Various studies reported that
MSCs selectively migrate to the injured tissue from the
assistance of several cytokines, such as receptor tyrosine
kinase-dependent growth factors and chemokines, which
are secreted by injured cells and/or immune cells [53,54]. Efficient cell delivery is a critical regenerative therapy step
and these factors would greatly facilitate MSCs’ therapeutic delivery to target the injured tissue [54]. MSCs can also
exert an anti-inflammatory effect through the secretion of
many molecules, which subsequently stimulate injured
cell recovery.

3.3.1 MSCs’ extracellular vesicles contribute to
tissue regeneration
It is reported that MSCs release extracellular vesicles,
which contribute to regenerating tissue by carrying informational signals to damaged cells or tissue [78]. The
membrane bound extracellular vesicles receive various
cell type secretion and play an essential role in cell–cell
communication. They have been implicated to participate
in essential processes, such as immune responses, coagu-
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lation, homeostasis maintenance, inflammation, angiogenesis, cancer progression, and antigen presentation. MSCs
enhance the repair of injured tissues via the production of
paracrine signals, and several secreted molecules such as
microvesicles (MVs)[79]. These highly important extracellular vesicles MVs originate from the cell membrane external budding and range in diameter from 100–1000 nm.
They act as vehicles to carry proteins, lipids, mRNAs, and
microRNAs and are abundant in the surface marker CD40
[80, 81]
. MVs may change some target cell functions, such as
promoting tumor suppression activity by delivering specific intracellular proteins[82].
MSCs respond to damaged tissues, and tumor sites
deem them as an appropriate vehicle for delivering therapeutic agents to tumors and metastatic niches. MSCs can
be genetically modified to encode tumor suppressor genes
or immunomodulate cytokines, or a combination of both.
Studies explored that BM-MSCs‐EV caused cell cycle
arrest in G0 and G1 phases, apoptosis of Kaposi’s sarcoma, and ovarian cancer cells [83]. Lee and colleagues reported angiogenesis suppression in tumor cells through the
downregulation of VEGF by MSCs‐EV [84]. Conversely,
Vallabhaneni et al. demonstrated that BM-MSCs‐EV
contained small, tumor‐supporting RNA (e.g., miRNA‐21 and 34a) and multiple factors recognized as tumor‐supporting proteins (e.g., TIMP‐1 and TIMP‐2) [85].
MSCs‐EV also stimulates breast cancer cell migration
and growth through enhancing Wnt/β‐catenin signaling
[86]
. However, MSCs‐EV’s role in tumor development is
still controversial and molecular mechanisms are not yet
entirely established [87].

3.3.2 Characterizing MVs derived from tMSCs
Chiara et al.’s experiment isolated MVs from tMSC
culture after serum starvation for 24 hours and labeled
them with PKH26 dye. Next. the tMSC-derived MVs
were incubated with inner medullary collecting duct cells
for 4 hours, 12 hours, and 24 hours. Uptake of renal cell’s
MVs were evident at 4 hours’ post incubation and continued time-dependently, finally reaching maximum uptake
at 24 hours. Researchers performed real-time MVs PCR
analysis to evaluate mRNA composition and verify mesenchymal origins, revealing that tMSC-MVs do possess
mesenchymal origin and express high levels of vimentin,
CD90, and mRNA. This data is influential because it is
the first to discover that tMSCs can secrete MVs that are
readily occupied by renal cells and can be used as a regenerative medicine applications avenue, specifically in renal
injury repairs [15].
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4. Conclusion
MSCs are adult, nonhematopoietic stem cells initially
isolated from bone marrow. Their ability to self-renew and
differentiate into multiple cell lineages establishes them a
desirable cell source in a new generation of cell-based regenerative therapies. In the early 1950s, Friedenstein et al.
described these cells, but, to this day, researchers are still
attempting to unlock their secrets. In 2006, the criteria
used to identify MSCs involved their plastic adherence,
ability to express specific cell surface markers, and multilineage differentiation capacity. Despite MSCs of various
tissue sources sharing many characteristics and almost
fulfilling the established criteria, there are observed differences. We are increasingly learning that these criteria
should be revisited to include newly discovered speciesand tissue-specific markers and allow more therapeutic
options. Researchers have isolated MSCs from various tissue types—bone marrow, adipose tissue, umbilical cord,
skeletal muscle, synovial membrane, dental pulp, and
testes. Researchers have demonstrated that tMSCs comply
with minimal MSCs criteria—adhere to plastic, express
MSC-specific surface markers and potency through successful differentiation into multiple lineages. This renders
them a good choice for treating various diseases, including cancer.
However, there is not an established protocol for isolating a pure population of tMSCs—the protocol currently
used produces a heterogeneous population that differs
in growth kinetics and differentiation potential. Further
consideration is required to develop highly efficient extraction methods that can generate a pure tMSCs population. Further, tMSCs represent a versatile adult stem cell
population that demands further molecular characterization and functional investigation to be effectively utilized
for therapeutic purposes. Future research should focus on
further defining their potential in clinical applications as
an autologous and allogeneic stem cell source.
Additionally, researchers must develop a new culturing
technique that allow tMSCs to bypass senescence and
maintain their self-renewal capabilities in prolonged in vitro cultures and search for more suitable markers to isolate
source-specific MSCs. Addressing these issues establishes
a pure tMSC culture possibility and subsequently prepares
further research to investigate and unlock MSCs’ differentiation potential capacity and their efficient use as a new
regenerative medicine and different therapeutic approaches cell source. tMSCs can secrete MVs that have been
successfully occupied by renal cells and can potentially be

utilized in renal injury repair. However, further analysis is
required to assess tMSC-derived MVs’ relevant biological
activity and the possibility to exploit their role for restoring various chronic diseases in vitro, such as cancer and
acute diseases .
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